
June 2017 Minutes 
Dcm Brent E. opens meeting with the responsibility declaration
Secretary's report; Mike M. handed out minutes from May. Randy motions to accept, Mike 
seconds, all in favor motion accepted. 
Treasurer's report; Mark R reports we have no expenses our balance is 273.95. Jon motions to 
accept, Mike seconds, all in favor motion accepted. 
Dcm Report; Brent E reports from NERF. June 1st was the 73rd anniversary of the grapevine. It 
is our job as AA members to help the alcoholic who still suffers.  96% of people say that the 
grapevine should continue, ⅔ of those  don't have subscriptions. It costs 8-13 cents a day for 
subscriptions. 72000 subscribers. 180000 read each month. 
Alt. Dcm; Jon M reports from NERF on International AA, Technology, Service Sponsorship, and 
The “AA group workshop”.  Quote from NERF “Giving what is easy is not sacrafice. I don't give 
my spare time, i give my most important time. 
PI/CPC; Tom F. absent. 
Medallion Master; Tyler R. reports 3 purchases totaling $113.10 in sales. 
Grapevine; Jen A absent. 
Treatment and facilities; Tom A absent. 
Website; Jon M reports he will be posting a group conscience on the website. 
Gsr reports; Jack from the 12 and 12 group reports they have changed the opening and closing 
prayers and the preamble to the original copy. 
Randy from the Tuesday night group reports he is stepping down as secretary. Michael reports 
he proposed his group change the lord's prayer. 
Old Business; Jon motions for a $150 limit for the July 8 2017 district 41 annual picnic, Jared 
seconds, all in favor, motions accepted. We still need a speaker for the picnic. 
New business; Brent E reports the day of sharing with Somerset and Altoona is a go we just 
need to pick a time and place. The survey for a district 41 Workshop is up on the website.  
Jack motions to adjourn, Mike seconds, all in favor, motions accepted. We closed with the 
responsibility statement. 
All in attendance: Brent E, Jon M, Mike, Mike M, Jared, Tyler R, Jack F and Randy. 


